ACROSS
1. Nation between Togo and Nigeria 14
6. "Look over here!" 17
10. CSNY member 20
14. Private line? 21
15. Elevator man 22
16. "It's clear now" 23
17. "Edward Cullen's rival for Bella's hand, in the "Twilight" series" 26
19. Genghis __ 31
20. "The Plains of Passage" author 32
21. Former SSR 33
22. Pharmaceutical rep's samples 34
23. "She played Michelle on "Full House" 35
26. Dogpatch creator 36
31. Alley cats, e.g. 37
33. Some crowns 38
34. Desert tableland 39
35. Blue bird 41
37. Looking for a fight 42
38. Suffix with infer 44
39. Cook, in a way 45
41. Bar bowl item 46
42. "Don't tell me!" 47
44. 2007 "American Idol" winner Sparks 48
45. "Brother of Helen of Troy, some say" 49
47. Fails to pronounce 50
48. Image to identify on a driver's license exam 51
50. Taunts 64
51. Drifters 65
52. Burned, in a high-tech way 66
53. Diarist Anaïs 67
54. Neighbor of a Cambodian 68
55. Place to sleep 69
56. Bart's Squishee provider 70
57. ACLU concerns

DOWN
1. __ California 4. Teen Vogue subject 7. Super Bowl I and II MVP
9. [Not my error] 8. [Not my error]
27. Stay awake in bed 28. Start of a show-off kid's cry
32. Composer Erik 33. Some highlights 34. Cattle call
38. "Need You Tonight" band 39. How traditional Chinese brides dress 40. First name in shipping
41. 1963 Newman/Neal film 42. "Don't tell me!" 43. 1963 Newman/Neal film
44. ""Today" correspondent __ Bush Hager 45. "Don't tell me!" 46. "I__ I taw ..."
47. Fails to pronounce 48. Image to identify on a driver's license exam 49. How traditional Chinese brides dress
54. "I__ I taw ..." 55. It may have highlights 56. Years, to Caesar 57. Clouseau's rank: Abbr.
58. Short race, briefly 59. How traditional Chinese brides dress 60. Bart's Squishee provider
61. ACLU concerns